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Faculty

Pro oses
Course
Changes
Wilma Woods
University Arbiter
The Faculty Senate met Thursday, OCtober 11 to consider
adding two classes, one in the
Theatre Arts Ceparjment and the
other in Radiological Science, and
the question of terminating the
graduate offerings in Theatre Arts.
The Senators also considered the
issue of tuition fee wivers for part
time faculty.
The Graduate Council proposed
the deletion of the entire graduate
level offerings in Theatre Arts.
V\t1en the Masters. of Arts in
Secondary Education was in its
preliminary stages', the Theatre
Arts Department- was asked to
prepare a graduate program.
Since that time there has been
very little interest shown in such
an advanced program.
It was
reported that only two students
had inquired about the offerings,
and these expressed a desire to
see the classes taught at night or
in the summer.
These classes, including Theatre research and bibliography,
Graduate Theater Practicum, Twentieth Century Theatre, Educational Theater, along with Seminar
Project, and Thesis options have
never been taught. Since therehas been a lack of interest in the
courses and no extra staff to teach
them, the Graduate Council recommended that the500-level
classes in question be terminated.
In doing so, the Council reasoned, the faculty members of that
department could spend more
time in developing the undergraduate program. The Senate concurredwith the recommendation.
To enhance. its undergraduate
program, the Theatre Arts Cepartment proposed that "Mlvement
and Dance for the Performing
Artist" be added as a regular part
of the curriculum. The Curriculum
Committee made the proposal.
The class has been offereo for me
past two years at .both lower and
CONTINUED
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Another in tneseries of
""";"
rll ":3U is found in this shotofthe
marquee on Capitol Bouiever« at the vvestem edge of the campus.
Taken about 2:00 a.m., the picture shows a slight alteration to the
intended advertisements
for Polanski's film. Rumor has it that the
perpetrators
of this foul deed spent a nervous 20 or so minutes,
dropping and brea~ing the A and I they had planned to use to

BSU P;
Families, food and football will
be the order of the day OCt. 20
when Boise State University renews an old tradition to give
students '·families and friends a
glimpse of life on campus.
It's BSU's family day with
events planned moming through
night featuring a special dinner,
the Bronco's game with Idaho
State University, tours, and informal get-togethers with faculty,
students and administrators.
It used to be called parents day
when the last similar occasion
was held on campus about 10
years ago, said Leland M:rcy,
executive assistant to BSU President John H. Keiser and events '
coordinator.
But because so
many of BSU's students have
families of their own as well as
parents, the university has-altereo
the name and purpose of the
occasion to include more than just
parents, he said.
Grandparents, aunts, uncles,
cousins, sons, daughters and'
even the close .triends of BSU's
students are welcome to attend
family day, M:rcysaid.
Approximately 9,000 Invitations
have been sent to student's
families
explaining
events
planned for OCt. 20. The brochures include Family D:iy preregistration cards to be returned

complete the words Vandals and Ruin,
ingenuity triumphed,
however, with the
upon the idea of simply lifting the needed
of the sign.
The job availed nothing
statistics, though, as BSU soundly waxed
Saturday'S game.

n-Cam
to the university before OCt. 19.
Officials expect over 1.000 to
attend family day, ,M:rcy said.
And.
although OCt. 20 is a
Saturday, the entire campus will
be open and functioning to give
visitors ample opportunity to
"meet faculty, staff, the president
and the students," M:rcy said.
"\Ilk want to give visitors a chance
to see how students live and how
the campus' functions. A lot of
people haven't seen this campus
since it has been pulled together
the WRy it has.
A lot has
changed. "
Visitors will be responsible for
obtaining tickets to the game
beforehand and making arrangements for accomodations. BSU
will provide transportation to and
from the airport, depot and bus
stations in Boise.
Visitors
needing this shuttle service are
asked to call 385-1979 when they
arrive. M:rcy said.
Registrationwill be held from 2
to 6 p.rn. OCt. 19 for those arriving
early and again from 8 a.m. to 2
p.rn, on Family Thy. Visitors will
register in the lobby, of the
Student
Union BUilding on
campus.
D:Jrmitories, fratemities, sororities, religious instututes and
other orgajnzations will host open
houses, .9 a.m. to noon.
A

qet-acqualnted session and welcome talk by President Keiser will
follow at 1:30 p.rn. in the SUB.
After that meeting, families can
tour the academic facilities and
visit with administrators and professors in each of the school's
departments.
A film highlighting past football
seasons will be shown at 3 p.rn. in
the Education Building. Lecture
Room. A slide series on the
multi-purpose pavilion will also be .
shown at :3 p.rn, with seating
arranged in the Business Building
Lecture Room.
Maps will be

in the process.
Western
unknown persons hitting
letters from the other side
if measured in football
the U of J in the follOWing

(fistribu!ed to visitors during feg.:'
istratlon. enabling them to find'
therr way on campus to Ihe
various scheduled events.
A dinner with a festive holiday
atmosphere will be served from 4
to 6 p.m. in the SUB.
The
aSLJ-ISUfootball game follows al
7:30 p.m. at Ihe Bronco Stactium.
Families who don't plan to attend
the game Can take advantage of a
film to 'be shown at 8 p.rn. in the
Special Events Center or try
SWimming in BSU's pool from 8 to
10 p.m. In 'the auxiliary gym"
nasium.

'Board of Education
Approves Budget
The State Board of Education
approveo a proposed $280 million
budget for fiscal 1981 during the
course of its meeting on Oct.11
in Mlscow.
Approval of. the
budget means that the Board will
be requesting a 13 percent increase in funding for elementary
and secondary public 'schools
from, the Idaho State Legislature.
.According to State Superintendent of Public Instruction Jerry
Evans, that budget request is $32
million
more than this years
expected $247 expenditures.

The budget request was presented by Evans and a coalition of
public school interest groups.
These included the Idaho Education Association,
the' Idaho
School Boards Association and
the Idaho Association of School
Administrators. The Board also
received a letter from the Idaho
Parent-Teacher Association which
supported the request.
The Board also took under
advisement, written briefs and
oral" testimony concerning the
CONTINUED
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Editorials
Women power in St. .
Peter's Church confounds
proponents oft:elibate
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Wills

Sue Schenk scores a.
phenominal game as BSU
women's team takes three.
, ~%~r~:~u~~~~end

Take four musicians, arm
each with a paper bag, and
let the music begin. The
~~~c:ne;,c;J:i:t~:':z~~~
. talents along with the

.f.I.f.I.f.!..
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EDUCATIONAL NEWS.
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. Sally Thomas

i'

BOIse
State
Career
;>, ....
conduct

U",venaty's
office
of
Fmanclal
services
will
,.,.r on the jDb Interview
pmcess
.uesoav. October 23 at 1:30
p.m. 10 Rm 124 of the Ad Buildmg.
This seminar will help you prepare for
your o,wn'job interviews

Business and Advertising
Brad Mar1in,lVlanager
Terry McGuire, Sale?
Linda Spicher, Sales
Ann Snodgrass, Bookkeeping
Lisa Dunagan, Secretary

Sl oce-ns who want to apply for Law
EnlDrcemenl
EducatiDn
Program
ILEEP I grants
for
1960-81
should
cornact the BSU Office of Career and
Fmancia'
Services.
The LEEP grants
Will be phased out arter 19B(}.81 should
be phased
out
after
19B(}.81 and
mternsnips under the program will end
10 July.
1900. 'Call 3B5-1654 for more
mlorma!/on.

~
Diane Barr. Editor
Michelie Hertett, Associate
Wiima Woods, Associate.
Sports
Shawn de Loyola, Editor

Peace Corps and VISTA recruiters
will
be at BSU NOV. 6·9 to talk
INtlh
st udenls and statt about their volunteer
programs
RecrUIters
Will be al the
info booth all three days irom 12
qoon 10 1 :30 p.m.
Inlervlews
will be
noon to 1.30 p.rn
Interviews will be
conducted
at the Career and Financial
Services Ott Ice on NoV. Band 9 irom 9
105

Entertainment and Calendar
Rhonda Boothe, Editor .
Mary Lou Virgil, Asso~iat~

sua

Photos
Berne Jackson, Chief
!Very Jane Oresik, Lab technician

The 80lse N.OW.
aqd Planned Parenthood have scheduled
October 23-25 for
':1 workshops
concerning
"Reproductlve'
workshops
cJ'nceming
~eproduetive
Fraedom"
The workshops
will
be
held at the ·'lnderson Center. Room A3.
1010 VJ Bannock lrom 7:3G-9:30 p.m
~.a:h nigh! and 1here IS no cost.
Gall
3~5-0760 10r more info.

Apillrcallon
deadlmt;> IS Decemoef 1
1979
Inrere&lea
nersons
should
co-nar r rhf'
Otlicp
01 Career
and
;; IrJ,lflC1a' -iervlcE":; I(H more mtorrnauo-t
-Iq(l dPI111cat'H)r'l torrTl.~;

ln€, Ur"",,'e~lty of Ca!l1omsa's lawrence
Livermore lllboratory near San FranCISCO IS now C:icceptmg a;)pJicallons
lor"
'980 SlImmer employment
program

PEANUTS®

Ad Layout
Rhonda Boothe. Chief
Dan Kolsky
Laurie Moore

5--ASBSU NEWS

UnlverslIV Oemocrats are haVIng their
!lrSI annual
Halloween
Party,Thls
qoulisn
event will be held Oct
31 at
Terne Rowley·s.
521 Union
SI. Cosiumes are rnanditory.
Call 342-0308 for
more Info.

'~POintmen1S
Mke

The League 01 Women Volero of BOise
mvues The public to a workshop
to'
learn about the lmptementauon
of 1he
1 percent property tax umnanon. The
mee'lng Will be held Tuesday. October
30. from 1 :3G-5:00 p.m. at the Boise
PUblic Library AuditOrium.
For more
mtormanon.
contact
tvBri& Eschen.
t.o c al
Government
Director.
at

Broadcast
~Mke

Come support
Idaho
Senator
Frank
Church
There Will De a campaign
canvas 'he morning' of Nov. 10 . For
mr.r e Information
call
Terrre
at
342-0308.

be

ORGANIZATIONAL
NEWS
The projected
opening
date tor the
Uni"""'ily
Day Care Cenler is now set
10r November 1. If enough ct:'lrlcren are
eflrolled.
At thiS tIme only 10 cbildren
are tully enrolled lor all day: HIlS IS not
.enough to open the center
with.·
Interested parents should act fast and
get their child enrolled.
to ensure
a
Nov. 1st opening date.
For more info
call Annie
Malcolm
'" the ASBSU
ljenale Office. 2nd floor of the SUB

PreSldenl

M3etlng

Board Chairperson
Fisher

SUB Board ot Governors
-Russell
M::Neamey

On Nov 10. 1979. Bela Sigma Lambda
Eta. BSU 5 Leadership
honorary.
is
sponsoring
a leadership
iunsnop.
Areas 10 be COl.<lred mcfuded
suc~
Ihmqs
as parliamentary
proceedures.
communlcallon
SKIlls. publiC spealo.lng
and much more.
All campus organlzalions are encouraged
to attend.
/v1:Jre
Inl0 IS available
through
the Student
ActlVIIJeS
OffIce.
385·1223
or
the
ASBsU oltlce.
385-1440

Student Lcbbv
-Cal her'
Administrative
':'-Mlureen

. 'ddell
Assistant
O'Keefe.

F,'nance Nt.nagement
Board
-Karen
Gamel
-OuJ5tv
B~rrnelster
Student
HeaIJh Ad\;sory
.-Ron
Godfrey.

oilqma Gamma
Epsilon.
BSU's Goo·
. loqlcal ,Society. js once agam thiS year'
encQurag.mg
students
to. come
help
Ihern celebrate
the Earth's Birthday
October 26lh IS Iheblg
day and a cake
IS ordered that
fittmg to the cause.
A
queST speaker IS planned 10 make the
whole thing a d:i¥ the earth oeserves

As moved
Oy 8enator' fvBlcolm.
the
AsBSU Senate on October
10' formed
acd.Ad
t-t>c Commlltee
tor the BSU
Cl1lld Care Center
Mm1ber
for thIS
committee
as' apPolnt.eo by chaIrman
Gustaveson
include:

The Department
of Communicatlon's
Speech
and Debale
leams
are still
seeking
new members
to train
lor
Intercollegiate
competition.
No expenence
IS necessary.
Contact
Suzanne M::Corkle.
A217 f385-1927) or
drop by the team meeting in LA105 a'1d
Tuesday afternoon
at 3:30.

-Sharon
HuOler
-Idaho Pan,s
i'=oundatlC,'
-Arney Skov-MProfessor
of art
-03\,,= SCilwanz--St
udenl.
KBSU
RadIO
-Nancy
Q;lfin-Student
Educa·
1ion
-Randy Jones-·Senator
-D2bDle Clapp-·Sena10r
-Armle t.Jelc.c~lm--Sena!Dr
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I DON/r KNOW

I KNEW IT ! ONE

WHlf I ACCEPT

CROUTON WITH

WOODSTOCK'S STUPID

GRAPE JELL'f'!

BREAKfAST INVITATiONS

The Hottest Jean in the Country
.The one everyone has been calling'
us for every day IS 'NOW HERE.

G

SOUP
SALAD

0)

SANDWICHES

o

o

'.

"J ()

DEER
WINE'

. 0S0DA

.

i/2 Dlock SO.
.. ..of U.nivetsity
Open.~ntil: . on Dtoodway
•

10pmMon thru Sat 8pm Sun
12 every BSUhome game night
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Bojangles has just recieved' a Huge shipment
- of Lawman° Painter Jeans.
We've pr-omised to have these jeans for
a month now - sorry we're slow
but- they're here.!
G~t in before they'rEi gone
also new shipments of San Fransisco l\~din9 Gear,
A Smile, Rolling, Ddttanla and many mot.e.
"ForSel€tction, Service and Price n~ oheelse
comes. Close
007W Idaho
Downwwn Boise
336-7063

on

Bmadcast
Board
- Vlade Hyder
- Tnno Compos
-Kate
M::Carter
-JEnny
Lowoer

335-550B

The Benellls
tor veterans and thair
lamiHes and how to obtain
them are
described
In a booklet
"Federal
Benefits for Veterans and Dependents,"
the
pu~licatlOn
tells how to secure educa·
tion and training. medical care. com~
pensallon.
penSion. Giloans
and many
other benetlls
Cost of the bookle1 IS
$1. SO. Checks should
sent to the
Superintendent
of O::>cuments.·
U.S:
Govt Prmlmq
Ollice.
W>shmgton
PC .. 20402

10

b.y the ASBSU
at the Senate
were

by Charles M. Schulz
IO-fZ.

The University Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions and advertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
M:mday througr Friday.
3fJ5-1464

Cramer.

October

a

Copy Layout
Chris Eynon. Chief
Randy Netlleton
Becky Odell
Connie Rosco
La' ReI! Greenhalgh
Joe Bejs 0 vee
Shelly Moore
Rose Long

e

D~jQn91"s
two locations

even

"

-3085N. Cole Rd.

EVergreen Plaza
377-4642
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Geotherm.al Energy Has History in Idaho
Terrie Rowley'
University Arbiter
Geothermal heat is natural heat
from below the earth's surface.
, W:!ter flows 'among hot rocks and
circulates upward oftentimes
forming an underground reservoir.
.This underground reservolr can be
tapped by drilling: wells and
pumping the water to the surface,
Boise is fortunate to have one of
the I11Clstpromising geothermal
regions in the United States.
Historically,. Bciise's hot' water
has been used since Its early
history.
In fact the hot water
centennial is only months away.
In 1890 the ftrst- wells were
drilled on some land near Boise
that was perpetually warm and
snow free. Two wells near 400
feet in depth resulted in a naturally hot water artesian flow. By
1891 another well was drilled,
another enlarqed and W.H.
Ridenbaugh.
Hosea
B.

I
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Eastman, Timothy Regan, and
J. Cunningham decided to sell
their find to the Artesian Hot and '
-.. Cold W:!ter Company' (the Iuture-:
Boise \!\ater District).
This company built the fabulous
Natatorium. Keep in mind that

Aquaeulluro

~

Agrlculluro

~
>
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Gooth.rmal Energy

OCTOBER

Narrated by Robert Redford
~1I) minutes

on climbing,
~rthWest
face' of Half Dome
'I osemite .Valley
Wednesday

Oct 17th Bprn

fREE ADMISSION

DOOTWORKS
515 Main, Boise

344-3821
Bogged down by ttme-consumlng research for
dissertation, thesis, term paper?
.
Let KKOMP helpJ
Our on-line access to large national data
banks provides fast. comprehensive searches of
over 70 data bases including ERIC, Accountants
Index. Psychological Abstracts. Social Science
Index. etc.

(Library Research Service/Information

Broker)

376-0996,375-6701
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upper division levels as a special
topics course. During the past
four semesters, the class has
proven highly successful and
quite popular.
Questions were raised as to why
this dance class was not in the
Physical Education Department.
D". Ericson, chairman of the TA
Department,
stated that the
course was "designed for theatre
students" in an effort to teach
them how to "move right" and how
to "move their bodies on stage."
The Curriculum
Committee
stated that the class would concem those students interested in
choreography, dance performance
and in the ''theatrical aspects of
canxe production."
The TA Department noted that
there wouro De no aOOlUOIlClI
(;0:;1
incurred because no texts are
required and thEfstudents person-

clothing.
The department also
asked that the course be implemented in the spring of 1980. The
Senate passed the proposal to
include "tvbvement and Dance for
the Performing Artist" as part of
the regular curriculum.
The Curriculum Committee.also
advanced a proposal that would
add a course, Radiographic Quality Ass.urance, as a requirement
forthe Bachelor of Science degree
in radiological science. The new
course could be taken in place of
an existing elective requirements
from the School of Health Sclence, Business or Education. '
The Committee reported that
the radiologic technology faculty
felt this course, rather than a class
from the aforementioned schools,
would "enhance the quality of'
education" for the radiologic technology student. The class would
not change the number of semes-

from that department, nor would it
be an additional expenditure as
the BSU Radiologic Technology
program has already acquired the
materials necessary to offer the
course. As a result, the Senate
approved the addition of the
course.
The Faculty Senate also considered the Fringe Benefits Comrnlttee's acceptance fo President
Keiser's rejection of a proposal
providing a type of tuition waiver
for part-time faculty.
However,
the committee further stated that
there was a need to provide
benefits for the part-time faculty
as an incentive to keep them at theuniversity. The committee offered
no altemate program. The Senate'
voted to send the report back to
the committee with an amendment and a specific charge that
the part-time employees be given
"appropriate fee waivers."
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4-9, fish -N- Chips or Ram Burger
,& a Pound' of Beer $295
1-4 Pounds2 for 1 .65
12-12, Eats, drinks, and
.NFl Footba'll on our Big Screen.
-Monday Night· Football
'Specials every night
-Disco

B
i555 . Broadway
OPEN:Mon-Sat 11-1
Sunday 12--12'
.

"Boise~ UnilJuePuband
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OM
I\EHT WasherlDryer
FROM $13.50 PER MONTH. AND UP

t:"7t'
.
~.Ih011lDSOns, INC;

1707Broadway
Boise, Idaho
83706

T-

OUR DINNEP.S ARE WINNERS

(:H'M

DRIVE
INNS
1905 Droadw,a'y'

"."

"'It' "

..

.

.'

o.l.,

1273 S. Orchard
Numbers

1

"lMREHOUSE

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP

/'

Now carrying: -Windsor -Sun Tour

i'

·SR -Shimano -Campy Parts

'.'
I

I:

f{acing,.Touril1~and Commuter Accessories

.--------'--SPECIALS-----,
00
opaint jobs $35

ebackpccks
-overhauls 52550
e lights
oCampus Sport iO-speed $ i4995

5% off on accessories
with BSUI.D.
(;roup rides ever)' Sun at 9am:
#1
1015 VISTA
343-2941

~OOLE
lM4REHOUSE
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September 1978 dismissal of Herb
Allen as Lewis Clark State College
chief security officer.
Board President J, Clint l-oopes
of Rexburg stated that the Board
would issue a written decision on
the matter at a later da~e.Allen
has asked for reinstatement,
classification under the state's
merit system, back, pay and payrnent.of attomey fees.
At the onset of the hearing on
the matter, Allen's attorney,
'fv'erlyn W. Clark stated that Allen,
if reinstated, would resign within
30 days of his appointment and
would not seek classification of
the position.
According to Clark, Aliens attempt at reinstatement is an
attempt to preserve his integrity
and his standing [n the profession,
Allen was dismissed by college
president Lee Vickers after newspaper publication of statements'
attributed to the security officer.

'

~:iv,--v"T{r'{Be':

'The statements in question included reference to "colored"
students on the Lewis and Clark
campus.
The question before the Board
deals with whether Allen was
, dismissed for "good cause" as his
, employment record was unblemished prior to the incident. The
~~,
according to Clark, has
never defined "good cause" for

tlKJl~r:Yw

employee dismissal.
In other matters, Board fv'ember
Janet Hay of Nampa noted, that
the Uliversity of Idaho's idea for a
new college of art and architecture
was good but not politically
expedient. Hay stated that "Even
if it doesn't cost anything, the
Legislature will think is will.
They'll see it asa
university,
expanding."

BSUProfessor Named
to International Post
V\tlyne E. Wlite, Director of
Aviation Management at Boise
State University, was recently
named Vice President of Alpha Eta
Rho by its Board of Directors.
An international
aviation
fratemity founded in 1929 at the
Universtiy of Calitcrnla, Alpha Eta
Rho is now represented by sixtyseven national and several foreign
college and university chapters.

Wlite,
who has served as
\/\.estem Regional Govemor of the
fratemity for the last three years,
has in the past been selected for
numerous national and regional
postitions and awards including
the Idaho (Transportation "tvan of
the Year"award in 1977. and the
United Airlines W. A. Wleatley
award in 1976 for outstanding
recognition in aviation education,

call Ior info
#2
6815 FAIRVIEW
377-2091

The college student today is often perplexed with the confusion,
turmoil,
conflicting
theories which exist on the modern campus.
During this time in
life, he is faced with making decisions affecting
his "eternal welfare,
Thus,
of the primary
functions
of the institute
is to provide
an opportunity
students to receive information
and counsel from trained Church educators.
institute
instructor's
door is open to students
who may need counsel or
someone to talk to."
The immediate
availability
of a friendly
instructor
at
institute can be of great value.
.
'

and
his
one
for
The
"just

the
.

The institute provides, a quiet atmosphere
for private personal meditation.
It becomes a refuge for the student who needs a place to pray and think.
Some phase of the institute
program
. is in operation
in all of the fifty states
of the union and in forty-eight
additional
countries.
There are some seventy-five
thousand participants.
The annual increase
is about 15 percent.
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We Can Get You There!
Boige Urban Stages
1

P.o. Box 9016.
Telephone:

Boise, 10 83707
336-1010

THE

CHURCH

OF JESUS CHRIST
BOISE

1929 UNIVERSITY

DRIVE

-

INSTITUTE
BOISE,

OF LATTER-DAY

SAINTS

OF RELIGION

IDAHO

83706

-

PHONE

(208) 344-8549
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PAGE 3

Boise, in the year 1891, had
perhaps 2500 people. These men
had faith in Boise's future as the
, bathing and pleasure resort cost
nearly $100,000 to build.
The building, of tvborish ~ign
and extraordinary beaty opened
its doors May 25, 1892.
It
featured the largest indoor pools
in the country, steam baths,
shower and tub facilities,
dancing,elaborately
fumished
parlors, billiards rooms, a cafe
with cuisine that would please a
San Franciscan palate, and even
electric hair driers for ladies.
For years innaugural balls were
held at the "Nat" where the
draining of the biggest tank
necessary to provide room for
dancing. The end to the "Nat"
was sudden and hot-it burned
down in the 1930's never to be
rebuilt. •
In time, the Artesian I-bt and
Cold V\8ter Company became the
Boise Wlter Corporation.
The
Boise V\8ter Corp. recently transferred ownership of the V\8rm
Springs V\8ter District to create
, the Boise V\8rm Springs V\8ter
District (8\1\6\1\0).
In 1975 there was growing
interest among City, County and
State govemments to gain inexpensive ways to heat their own
public
buildings.
Exploratory
drilling confirmed. a resource at
Mlitary Reserve Park in Boise.
Studies showed that heating the
Govemment buildlnqs was technically and economically feasible-.
Presently, the D3partment of
Health and Department of .Agriculture building complex enjoys
'the benefits
of Geothermal
Energy. Currently the 8\1\6\1\0
needs to enlarge present wells,
drill at least one more well, install
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new pumps and upgrade existing
distribution.
To fund this the
8\1\6\1\OnOOds15 million dollars.
This month, the U.S. Dept. of
,Energy signed a grant over to
8S\i\GD which commits 4.9 million dollars in cost sharing funds.
That amount
will
aid the
,8\1\6\1\O's objectives those being:
to heat commercial buildings and
residences in the downtown' area.
with Geothermal Energy, to heat '
huildings located in the Mlitary
Reserve Park (veterans hospital
and federal building). The Boise
V\8rm Springs V\8ter District is
. currently looking in to the possibility of supplying Boise State
University
with
Geothermal
Energy.
Phillip J. Hansonis the current
Project Director while CH2M Hili
is the firm responsible for all
technical matters.
Lee Post Is
Information Director.
All decisions an'd policies are arrived at in
cooperation with the Boise Geothermal Board and Boise Geothermal Members includes Ralph J.
McAdams, Dorothy L. Mott,
Harold T. Jones, and Glenn E,
Selander.
The 8WSWO has devised a
circular'csysrem Which will" more"
efficiently use the. natural hot
water than it has in the past. For
'example, the 170 degree water
initially brought from the ground
. will be used for space heating. As
the temprature lowers, the water
will be used to heat animal cages
or greenhouses. The temperature
continues to drop which makes it
, use in agriculture and Aquaculture
(fisheries) feasible. Finally, the
cooled water will be reinjected into
the Earth. (See diagram, page 3)
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Meetings

Woody Herman
Comes To BSU

Boise Real Estate Research committee, Thurs-'
day. OCt. 18, 9:30-3:30 p.m., SUB Ballrool)'l
Professional Standards committee, Thursday,
OCt. 18. ap.rn., library Conference Rm. 308-C.
Alumni Association, Board of Directors .and
regional coordinators, -orlentatlon session,
Saturday, OCt. 20. 12 p.m., Holiday In '
BAA luncheon and films, Monday, OCt. 22,
11:45a.m., SUB Ballroom.

Poetry Readings
Native American novelist and poet James
Welch will read from his works OCt. 24 at the
Boise Gallery of Art and Oct. 25 In the SUB
Lookout Room. Both readings will b!Jgln at 8
p.rn. Adm,lB9lon Is free.

Woody Herman and His Thundering Herd will
play big band jazz In the SUB Ballroom Friday,
Oct. 19 at 4 p.m. Tickets will be available at the
SUB Information
Booth, the BSU Music
Department, and Holsinger Music at $5 for BSU
personnel and students and S6 for the general
public.

Economist Talks On Inflation
Dr. Henry Walilch, member of tho Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, will
speak on "Econorntsts and Inflation" Oct. 22 at 3
p.rn. In the 8SU Special Events Center. His talk
Is free to the public and Is sponsored by the 8SU
School of Business.
Advanced economics students will meet with
Walilch at 4:30 p.m. the same day.

'Author Of REALITYTHERAPY
To Conduct Seminar
Dr. William Gli".sser,author of SChoolsWithout
Failure' and Reality Therapy. wlllconduet
a
two-day seminar at BSU Oct. 23-24.
One BSU credit In Teacher Education or .
Criminal Justice Is offered for the sessions which
are sponsored by the Criminal Justice Program,
Teacher Education Department and Office of
Continuing Education. Registration cost Is $25 or
$5 tor the evening class only.
For more Information, contact Bob Marsh , BSU
professor of Criminal Justice Administration,
385-3406 or 385-3407.
Information for this space Is provided bv the Olllceot

Meistersingers ,
Join Percussionists
The Melstersingers
and the Percussion
,
Ensemble will perform a joint concert OCt. '21 at
8:15 p.m. In the 8SU Music Auditorium. Tickets
will be $2 for adults an<: $1 for students and
senior citizens. 8SU students and personnel will
be admitted free. Tickets will be sold at the dorr.
Information Service,S, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123, or phone 385-1562

SUN[)A Y Hl- GOI: S
GOLFING MON
DAY NIGHT ns N
FOOTBALL TUFS
DA YNiGHT IS HIS
'NIGHT our WITH
THE GLNS WED
NESDAY NIGHT HE
GOES 10 HIS
'ClUB' MEETING
BUT THURSOA Y
NIGHT,

y~eet

SYMBOLS OF LOVE

A permanently
registered
Keepsake diamond ring
... perfection
guaranteed
in writing lor clarity and
• fine white color,

Registered Diamond

Rings

"WllI'r\', J)n'ul1l' (:0"11' Tru.:"

.Call
r

Jewelers

BUT THURSDAY
NIGHT I GET
'RAMOi'JNS
RE
YENGE. AND I GET
IT AT THE GAS
TATION lADIES
GET,IN FOR FREE

fROM8'10

RAMONA'S REVENGE, lADIES GET IN FREE
AT THE GASTATiONFROM
8 PM10 PM
THURSDAY NIGHTS (lustily) WHY HELLO
, - THERE

10th8cGrove Downtown
Thurs Bpm,1am

llOWlfTOWH IIOlSli VISTA V1UAQE
Wl!STGATE MAU. KARCHER MAU
Rlnlll"om

1200 '0 '10.000

0

T,.df.Marll.I\~.

Fri & Sot from 8 pm ontil zl.orn
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Th is Sotu rday,

Speciel Op-ening:

October 20th,

10-2 p.m.
For a family
sized lunch, try
,our SUP?f Sub or
build your own
Custom Deli
Sandwich.

Reality Author to, " .
Conduct Seminar at BSU
ex,

Football Spedals:
Gigantic Oronco Cookies

2H·79
Oenga! Orownies

$.19

\
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1stfloor lobby
£~,Student Union Bldg.

,,- 4'

Open7:~Oto2:00
Mon..

Fri·,fs

..

Url1\,{'ISlly

1,)C.)d

Wliiam

Glasser, author of

Schools
Wthout
Failure
and
Reality Therapy. will conduct a

!>t'I\,I{:t'S

Saga

two-day seminar' at Boise State
University 'OCt. 23-24,
Glasser, who founded the Institute of 'Reality Therapy in Los
Angeles in 1967, will discuss the
treatment of failure identity associated with tonetv, irresponsible,
emotionally motivated people.
anc the steps necessary to
achieve the success identity 01
rational motiviation. reponsibility.
and self discipline.
Ideas on perception and brain
function will be studied during the
class as well as Glasser's work
with incorporating reality therapy
concepts into the schools, gelling
results, he, says, that include
decreased suspension, vandalism
. and fighting and Improved teacher
morale, professional growth. and
eoucatlonal leadership.
One BSU credit- in Teacher
Education or Criminal Justice is
offered for the sessions which are
sponsored by the Boise State
Criminal
Justice
Program,
Teacher - Education D3partment
and Office of Continuing &Juca-

lion. Registration cost is $25 or
$5 for the evening class only.
For further lntormation, contact
Bob Mlrsh, BSU professor of
Cnminal Justice Administration,
385-3406 or 385-3407.

Women In
Construction
On November 1, 1979, a new
pre-apprenticeship program for
women will begin at the Boise
YWCA. This program will help
women compete (physically and
mentally) for apprenticeship slots.
It will also explore nontraditional
careers for women which do not
require apprenticeship.
This unique program includes
six months of. classroom and
laboratory experience covering
several trades.
Twenty-five
CETA-enrolled women from all
regions of Idaho will be selectedto
participate.
If you qualify for
CETA and are interested in
learning more about Women In
Construction,
please call the

YWCA,343-3688.

(,

LAYAWAY NOW'
,

0

Give the gifts you'd love to give.
Use our Zales layaway plan!

What's your
beer af l!:hai;:e?
Why COORS of Cft:nJir9~
Mak~ it yaurs'
Yaur

asu

fl:ampu~ Repre~entative
has many ideas ta make },fIl:n.l!F
p~rty a success!
;

I

i
!"
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Frank Rass asks: Which Beer?

.Jov isa Christmas dIamond
And at Zcles: we treat each diamond like the
- 'unique and precious gem it is.

O.. 6.7 Corot". $1795.00

b. ,.37 Corer" ,$1360.00

Both in 14karat yellow or white gold.
Enjoy It nowwllh zotes credit.
Moster Charge'

VISA ~American

Express, Carte Btcncha-

Di~rs-Club'

.HILLCRESTPLAZA

'Exact dJomood weight may vary plus or minus .01car~t.lllusl(aliOOS

,0

'

• r

f,
I

"

.1."

at ::144-4872 ar!l42-!!Z09
far. ,nare infer-matian '

Layaway

ZALES,THE DIAMOND STORE
52040VERLANDRD·

Of C~ur.lt! CDDRS. '
Americas Fine Li,.ht Beer
,",usi;Bay CUDRS andeaEI Frank

enlarged,

. Yes we have
CDDRS'LilJht,in.,K."'=I- taa!
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asks the question:

f

"Or Hockstein's Heights?
1859 gold rushers would not
hav.e charged h~lf';',ay 'across.a,

'S",' The
~"~"

I~

Can a man

.be great if
his namehe'crdinary?
·-11raddeus Koscius

'

What if the great men and
women of history hadn't had
those important sounding names
so suited to their eventual
achievements? Would they have
failed to accomplish all that fate
had in store for them?
For instance:
Zebulon Montgomery Pike.
"Pike's Peak" But what if his name'
had been something else? What
would the Colorado
high country
have done with
Maury's Mountain?

,

•

I

continent shouting

Hockstein s

Heightsor bust!"
.
Just look at the names that fill
our early history. William
Tecumseh Sherman. Ulysses S.
Grant. George Rogers Clark.Meriwether Lewis. J.E.B. Stuart.
Susan B. Anthony. Lucretia
Matt. Nobody fools around with
people like that.
"
And with a name like Adolph
Coors, whatelse are you going to
do but figure out how to brew a
great beer .in a better place than
anybedv ever brewed beer before.
Did any of those city brewers .
'ever climb a mile up in the Rockies
just to get pure mountain
spring water, or grow their own
high country barley? Of course
not. That's why Coors is special-e-the only beer that lets you taste
the high country. The beer that
makes all the others just city beer.
Coors. It's a great name.

,

ADOLPH COORS COMPANY,'GOLDEN, COLO
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Editorial

OUTRIDER
by Gar!) WillS

"If you feel a chill, it's the draft,"
proclaims the headline in. a
recent lssue of the Arizona New Times newspaper. The referenC\'lls,
of course to the almost-completed
legislation re-establlsnlnq
some
form of 'national
draft in the United
States,
Disguised
as
pre-registration,
"in order to see just what the, man-lor woman-)
power situation is in the country,"
the ~raft flnd~ ,Its strongest
support among military leaders who proclaim the ability to call up
men and women en masse a necessity for national defense.

)

Bullshit.

.

In his "History of the Peloponnesian Wars," Thucydides, writing
years before the birth of Christ, tells us about the mind-set
behind a necessity for national defense. He describes the build up of
a national fighting force, then reveals the discussion that took place
among the nation's leaders about that force. Well, they said in part,
as long as we have it, we might as well use it. And, they found
someone to attack, going to war against a neighboring
group of
people in order to justify the build-Up of their defensive force.
Unfortunately,
for the human race, the mind-set
of some
two-:md-a-half centuries ago remains the mind-set of today and the
teal danger of the draft is the' 'since we have it, let's use it" fixation'
-of military leaders. -What else shoUldweexpectJrQ~Jhe
.tQP~Qra.ss? .
Their jobs depend on their product, after all, and their product IS war.
And production depends on the availability
of men and women to
. ,.. carry out orders. And the all-volunteer army does not attract people
in sufficient quantities;
hence the draft.
The Biblical King David wasexptlcltly
told by God not' to register
the men of Israel. When David disobeyed his God, he found himself
the leader of a large group of men who could fight, and the qood
Klnq David led his troops to war, The immorality of the draft Is that it
leads to the immorality of war and the immorality of war is taught by
ancient history, by recent accounts of people who were "over there,"
by the plighLof
the boat people & the native Americans,
by the
hospitals fillekJ~ with maimed, broken remnants of people, by the
astronomical defense budgets versus the starving people who watch a

400

fellow citizen being rocketed to the moon.
Let those who would justify the national draft as the opportunity to
involve the youth of the nation in service to the nation, let those who
would cry that a draft today would include the call-Up of both women
and men giving women the same opportunities
as me to see the
world, let those who would sit at home and say we are afraid, we need
a strong defense force to keep us free, let all those persons who would
support the conscripting of the nation's youth be alerted to the fact
that they are dealing with everything except the real issue.
For,
whenever we allow ourselves to be manipulated into partaking of the
chilling disease of war at any level, we add another stone to the
weight of our own doom.

):
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Pope John Paul
and St. Peter
Last summer, when I was in
Rome, I saw everywhere pictures
of the immensely
popular John
Paull!.
In fact. it seemed that
Pope John
Paul himself
was
everywhere. popping out of his
tower or garden to welcome more
crowds.
This man travels even
when at home.
The only other pictures to be
seen with a like frequency were of
the Virgin Iv'ary (in comer shrine
after shrine) and of SI. Peter, who
is considered
John ..Paul's ..predecessor.
Statues and paintings
of SI. Peter filled the basilica and
palace 9f the Vatican.
But I could find not one single
image of SI. Peter's wife. Wlen I
mentioned this to a sophisticated
journalist,
she surprised me by
asking,
"Did SI. Peter have a
wife?" Of course he did. In fact,
when -Jesus visited SI. Peter's
home, he found Peter's mother-inlaw there and cured her of an
illness.
(Mark 1:29-31).
Wore to the point, when Peter
gave
up
the
governing
of
Jerusalem's church and went on

T

his missionary
journeys, he traveled with his wife .. \IIk know that
from 51. Paul's First Letter to the
Corinthians
(9:5), where Paul defends his apostolate and that of
Barnabas, even though they did
not have wives with them as did
Cephas (Peter) and "the Lord's
brothers. "
- The apostolic
norm seems to
have been marriage.
and the
foremost
disciple
was certainly
married, after the death of Jesus
..and... when he _ was on those
journeys that would end in his
deatb. His wife, then, shared his
travels
and toil and. Was an
important
member of the early
Christian community.
\Ilk do not know whether his
wife was still with Peter when he
reached Rome--but
we do not
know from any scriptural evidence
that Peter himself went to Rome
and died there. The tradition that
ne did is probably sound, but is
only a tradition,
whtte we have
scriptural
evidence for her presence with his on the journeys.
So, if we presume that Peter

r
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reached Rome, it is probably safe
to assume that she did, too. In
fact.
there
were
apocryphal
writings that .described her as a
martyr also. In ~my case, whe was
an important partof his mission.
So why her prominent
absence
from paintings in the Vatican?
Of course, we do not know what
Peler's wife looked like. But that
(lid not stop Rome's artists from
giving us St.· Peter himself. or
MJses, or other women in the
Gospel.
like
I'v1artha or the
Iv'agdalene. \Ilk do not know what
these figures. looked like either.
The heroes are imagined by type
and glorified--all
but this woman .•
Wly?
The answer, of course, is that
Rome's deli bate priests tried to'
ignore the scriptural evidence for
Peter's married apostolate.
They
have assumed or asserted that
only a celibate
priesthood
is
worthy--thus
calling
Peter'spriesthood unworthy .. The apostolic nornt' is denied.
and the
married
ministry
of priests
in
other sects, or in Catholicism's
own Eastern rites, is vilified.
I find it odd that Pope John
Paul, traveling as the successor of
Peter, will emphasize in America
the importance
of a celibate
priesthood when Rome is forever
emphasizing the importance of 51.
Peter among the apostles, though
he exercised that apostolate in the
company of his wife.
If I were
Peter's wife. I think I would send a
little rain on the pope's parade. Or
get St. Peter to do it.

rl
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rooea Educational Barrier
by Richard
function
of grades is re. vealed by using a little imagination.
Imagine that the grading
system was abolished today .. If.'
you are a teacher, are you sure the
students
would come to class,
laugh at your jokes and treat you
with respect? If you are a-student,
would you do what your teachers
want?
I recently talked abo lit education
with a group of colle
itudents.
They felt that the .pressures of
term papers and examinations left
them no time to really absorb their
subjects or even to think about
them. There was one exception.
He was a young Vietnam veteran
who had been badly injured in
combat.
He received a government disability pension. ,He lived
frugally, and his pension met his
foreseeable financial needs.
The veteran handled college very
differently
from the other students.
He concentrated on the
classes from which he learned and
didn't worry about the others.
He
got some low grades, but didn't
let them bother him. He went to
ment, and it is a very disheartschool
to learn, not to receive
ening experience for me to be
good grades.
isolated on an island without any
The other students ln the group
contact from the outside world.
wished
they could
follow
his
tv1y name
is
Dennis
L.. example.
None of them dared.
Thompson.
I'm healthy, 25 yrs.
They feared that low grades might
old, 5'11", 160 lbs., with brown
damage their future employment
hair and blue eyes.
I enjoy
possibilities.
I have never seen a
reading, .writing,
and' mellow
better Illustration of the nature of
music.
oradina, which has to do more
Thank you very much for taking
with money and power, than with
tlie timeto read my letter.
learning.
The grading system gives power
Sincerely yours,
to teachers' over students.
The
main function
of grades Is tb
Dennis L Thompson #14542 -punish
students
for not .doing
P.O. Box 1000
what their teachers want til"''' 'v
Steilacoorn, \II.l:l.shlngton
do.
Students· and parents
The

~--~

A Closer tcok

A CLOSER LOOK. ..
at the people who get up and leave the movie as soon as the credits
start to roll.
Not only is your behavior rude and boorish and a mystery to those
who wonder what can be so important that you can't wait another 60
seconds to leave the theatre,
but you missed the ending of
., Apocalypse Now" and will have to pay another three bucks to see it
for yourself.
Ah, the sweet taste of justice,
K.C.

E it r----
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Editor:,

Steve Symms seems to be an
advocate of human rights, but two
questions
come to mind concerning
his stance on human
rights:
(1) Wly did he vote "no"
on a military
appropriations
amendment
(H.R. 11771) which
would
have prohibited
the financing of foreign military credit
sales to Chile, then and now ruled
by the most
ruthless
military
dictatorship
In the wond; and, (2)
Wly does Steve Symms advocate·
trade aggreements with a tllmx;st
ruled regime. (Libya)
when .he
continually
derides liberal monetarY concessions to other tv'arxlst
;',
.'
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regimes, e.g., the Soviet Union'?
A note: Attempts to justify his
'vote on question number one on
grounds of maintaining
an anticommunist
regime in Chile are
absurd when question number two
is considered.
Yours for t.he truth,

The Arbiter:
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Chet Hawker

Editor,

_ i am

Arbiter.

presently incarcerated at a
federal correctional
Institution
on
tv"cNeil
Island,Washlngton.
Needless to say, Ido not consider
myself pari: of the .crimllJal ele-

,
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Meisler

terrorized by the way a teacher can
harm a student's future prospects .
Grades teach people to rely on
the .judgements
of others about
their learning.
Students do not
learn
to evaluate
their
own
leaming, a skill they will need in
almost anything
they do.
Students are taught by the grading
system to obey instead of learning
to learn. Years later they find that
they don't know where to begin
the process of learning something
new unless there is a teacher to
tell them.
Teachers believe that grades are
necessary to help students learn.
Grades tell students how well or
poorly they are doing.
If this is
their function, why do they have to
be recorded on permanent records
where they can cause so much
damage?
rv'ost students,
however, will tell you that their grades
really don't reflect their learning.
Students . receive
good
grades
when they give teachers what they
want, which means they usually
leam less.
Learning needs to be evaluated
in many settings and for many
purposes.
Graduate and professional schools need to assess a
student's previous learning.
~ployers . and Iicensiilg .agencies
need to do the same. Let them do
. -it. n is not necessary that the
lower-level
schools
and the.
teachers judge instead of teach, a
wedge of'power is driven between
the teacher and the student. They
are no longer on the same side.
The gap has been there for most. of
us forso long we don't even notice
it.
=rhe pursuit of learning has
been replaced by the pursuit of
grades. The solution Is simply to
end grades.
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Richards Reels
From. Upset

But looking to this Saturday: '.
the most interesting battle in the
Big Sky promises to be M>ntann
at Idaho. These two squads have
come on strong of late, and III
'least one is certain to.bask in thr
conference's
first
division
'by
The 1980 editlo.
of theBolse
year's end.
Offense is almosl
State University baseball tearn will
perteclly
balanced,
but call it
have an opportunity
to face BSU
by Jerry Richards
Idaho because of home add, two'
players from the past six years in
Just when I lose all confidence
prime
running ,backs
vs. the
the annual Varsity-Alumni
basein' Weber
State
and
Pete
Grizzlies' one, and an edge in the
ball game this Saturday,Oct.
20.;
pass de(ense stats.
.
,
Riehlmann's
offensive surprises;
A doubleheader is slated for noon
Elsewhere
in a full Big Sky
up they come and knock the Big
at Borah High'School's
diamond.
slate,.BSU stays at no. 1 with little
, Sky's top dog, or rather Lumberarqument from Idaho Stale; M>n- '
" 'We have had the opportunity
jack, NAU, off the hili 34-10.
lana State's' exultation
is shortto evaluate our tearn for the 1980
Moreover, an early season full of
lived as they travelto NAU's home
'season," BSU baseball roach Ross
creamputfs catches up with what
.vauqnn said.
,"We
are now
astroturt; likewise as \l\eber State
should
be the most. fearsome
looking forward to this game with
visits a wary Nevada-Reno den,
squad in the .Sky, Nevada-Reno,
the alt,Jrtmi, and expectthem to be
and Montana State's defense finds
Lasl week: 4~5-1 (nocomment)'
quite a, challenge,"
saig Vaughn.
the Wolfpack off guard,
Cumulative:
42-17-1, .708 (goin'
The teamIs really made' up "of
Ah well,such
are the fortunes
down fastl)
, r
all-star players from the last six
of love, war and pigskin' picking ..
Big Sky: 27:5, .844 (and I'm still
years and the game provides a
Outside the Sky, factors contrinot favoring \l\eber!)
good opportunity
for current'
butingto
a ~5-1 week (ghaaThis \l'lkek's Safer Picks:
players to see and meet former
aaspphh .. ) were Massachusetts'
"Boise Stale 28, ISU 7 (but the Broncos
players. It Should be a lot of fun
decision to start playing football
are entirely welcome to score more)
for everyone,"
Vaughn said.
against Boston
Southern's
Thriller 01 lhe Wook:
'Idaho 35,
Montana 28
'
decision to start playing football
Northern Arizona 'Z7, MSU 14 '
Numerous
standout
players
against
!::loston u.:..Southern's
Nevada-Reno 42, Weber 21
from past Bronco teams will be on
decision
to' lie down and die
South Coro State 45, Newberry 10 (no
hand for the game.
Most recent
upsets this week)
against
Jackson,
State .... NorthAnother Goodie: Eastern Kentucky 28,
grads, 'second
baseman
Steve
west's decision to wallow in the
West. Ky. 24
'McMannon,
first, baseman Pete
Jackson state 21, 'Grambling
20
Delta mud against SE Louisiana
(against my heart)
Booras,
and
left
fielder
Jim
.... and Bucknell's and lafayette's
Florida A&M 38, Tennessee State 17
Dawson, will be playing for the
decision to come to a gentlemanly
Massachusetts 21, Rhode Island 7
(could be risky)
alums. All three had outstanding
agreement and a 0-0 tie.
'
Lehigh 35, New Hampshire 24 (00000o,
years
in
1979, especially
Even South Carolina State could
dlttol)
McMannon,
who virtually
renot hold its own against a M>rgan
wrote the BSU record book for
THIS WEEKS I-AA FOOTBALL POLL
State team used to battling 'bighitting.
gies like Grambling.
At least
PTS
RECORD
TEAM
Florida
the only
other
45
5-0-0
1. Florida A&M
42
6-0-0
2. Jackson Stete
undefeated
I-M
team besides
5·1-{)
39
3. Eastern Kentucky
Jackson, can be depended on to
4-1-026
4. Massachusetts
4-1-{)
35
pound heck out of rinky-dinks and
5. Boston University
5-1-030
6.
Northern
Arizona
pretenders to the crown alike.
27
7. Southern University 5-1-{)
And hey, watch Murray State and
3-1-1
24
8. (TIE) Bucknell
24
3-1-1
Lafayette
Eastern Kentucky
pound it out
4-2-{)
18
10. (TIE) Grambling
neck and neck for the Ohio Valley
18
5-1-1
Murray SUIte
titie!
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Against Alumni'

Weekend

What

is Success?
Careers
Fashion
Communication
Modeling
And

John Robert
Powers

-u...

A&M.

..

)

Self Improvement
Courses
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America's most
(
famous - and most
effective -- 'social critic.
His documented'
criticisms of government
and industry have had
.
widespread effect on public
awareness and
bureaucratic power.

I'&rlodlcally,' your nearest ,
Episcopal church olftra a serlos
ollnqulrera' closs8ll. Hore's an
excollenl opportunlly to loom,
wllhout obllgallon, II tho Epls·
copal Church olfera something
you've found missing In your'
provlous religious experlenco.
The minister· II you call him •
would be dellghtod to discuss II
with you.

"ESU

emttcr/Jurt/
'e/uIJ ",
The student' organization 01
Christian fellowship, study,
• OI\d worship In .tho Episcopal
tradition.
, Moots Wednesdays at Sl. Paul
Cathcll'cStudent center, 1915
UnlvorsllyOrlve.
7:00 p.m.
Eucharist, 7:30 p.m. Coolerbury Club meeting:

8pm Friday
ct 26,
1979

BSU
Gym
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Entertainment Editor. ~ Vandals41-17
Proof readers.
i
News writer.
~
Apply today at
*

E

Mike FUplinger
University Arbiter
Santuccl,and
Dan Williams
The Boise State Broncos explayed exceptionally well," added
piOdedfor 21 fourth quarter points
Griner.
. ,
to blowout a tenacious Idaho team
The. Broncos next game is
and take a 41~17victory in the
against the winless Idaho State
~,
"
Kibble Dome Saturday night.
Bengals In Bronco Stadium satur~
Owyhee Room,
~.
The game was much closer than . day night.
~
. Second floor SUD 2nd noor SUB 385.1464 8-5 :weekdoys ,>}~ the score indicated. Idaho taking
Even though the Bengals have
! advantage of a BSUfumble on the
not won yet, they have played a
, Bronco nine yardline, scored with
very tough brand of football In
only 14:21 left in the game to close their last three Big Sky games.
within three points 20-17.·
They've been ahead or in a
The dam burst then as Boise position to win in each of these
State finally got everything togegames· up until the last seconds,
ther and .proceeded to destroy
only to come up short.
Idaho putting the game out of
"Idaho State has shown great
reach.
improvement from week to week,"
Then quarterbaCk Joe Aliotti
said Criner.
"I'm
especially
'~"'only $2 189'~'~' Feb. l:--.:[une 1.~ 198.0:.
FOR
took charge and led BSU on a
impressed with their valiant
• Beginner or advanced. Study Spanish [nbeautiful Seville, Spain. Earn 2 full
EVERYONE
flawless 77 yard drive.
Terry
defensive play over the past few
years co Ie e credit for about the same cost as a emeste
Zahner capped it with a five yard
weeks."
erience the Old World Wit.h us in
Professor
Barton
Siebring,
bur st t a mak e th e score .:.,".
'>7 17
r
C
I'
C
II
r former ' Spanish:J>
C.
Quarterback Dirk Koetter leads
Come exp
Spain. Fulfill your co.lle~erequir~men~s and
protessor at a vm 0 ege lor 10 years will <
CD
. have the time of your life i? a tropical climate.
lead the rigorous academic study.
CD
Zahner scored again five mlnthe Bengals offense, completing
CD
Whether you're a beginner or advanced,
Come with us Feb. I-J une I, 1980. Round;:+
utes later on a 7-yard toss from
29 of 71 passes for 349 yards and
you'll learn Spanish much. better than you
trip jet from Toronto, Canada, room, board Cii'
Allotti.
Reserve quarterback,
three touchdowns.

~
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~~dni~~a~~i~~J;~:fsraOp~I~.$2,189. ~~~~ern.~.
- I't' You'll lea
S'
h
d......
L1ve..
You'll experience the cu Iture, rnak e et une
rn more parnsn, an ....
Spanish friends, and seethis pa,:! of the wcrld.
learn it better for about the same COSLassitting·
. Our enthusiastic alumm wnte and tell us
in a conventional classroom. We live in Spanish
their semester in Spain was the highlight of
homes. .
their college career. Call us collect. We'll bgive
miss this
fills up
f Don't
t C 11
11ctopportunity,
t
~ space d'
you their names, addressesand phone num ers
as '. a us co ea·
once or more etalis.
to contact for ypurself.
Credits will be accepted by any college.·
SEMESTER IN SPAIN, 2442 East Collier S.E., Grand Rapids. Mich. 49506
Call (616) 942 _ 2541 collect _. A program of Trinity Christian College
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Fabulous 50's friday at the Iron Gate
Featuring Jerry Honeycutt
Formerly of tbe Diamonds
Prizes for best 50's costume

h.

;,

2 for t· Cocktails 4:30-6:30 The University
Monday-Friday
Thursday Night
Ladies 2 for tALL, Night
Monday Night football
2360
Free Popcorn $.50 ~otdogs University Dr.

r---ODfonco Special'umeDEZ i
~
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m
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o
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m~. T'.; €f.Y:
~. .A.··
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y
~~~linB~~n~re
t~~e~ ~cry~~
. :'~~tt~:d
app~r~.n t~}ave
-;--louchdbwnpass to ScOtt-Newmat1;-·- gru~n,·n
th·eCQl1o-·f:fe~nnS·cee··
landlshal'S'Itteam
to.
AUotti had a magnificent night
seems to be rallying around him,"
hitting 20 out of 24 passes for 188
Criner said.
yards and three touchdowns.
"Tailback Eddie McGill is a
"Joe gets better every week," . threat everytime he gets the
added Coach Jim Criner. Aliotti
football because of his great
will have problems improving on
speed," said Criner. McGill who
this last game unless he plans on . has a 4.4 seconds clocking in the
having a perfect night passing the
40, ran for 209 yards last week
lJ?1I. With Aliotti it may seem
against Montana.
I possible, in fact, even prObable.
·The Bengals also have two All
\ Cedric Minter ran ·for 114 yards
Big Sky members from last year in
on 22 carries. This puts Minter,
wide receiver Greg Smith and
who is only a junior, 198 yards punter Case de Bruijn.
shorto~theall-~imecareer rushing.
"Smith is one of . the finest
record 10 the Big SkX' The record receivers in the league," Criner
IS held by Lee White of Weber
said. Smith has caught 20 passes
State who ran for 3,062 yards for 222 yards and two touchdowns.
between 1965-67.
He also has a streak at 22 straight
"The offensive line had Its best
games where he has at least
game to date. Renny Buckner, Bill
caught one pass during each
Roberds and Shawn Beaton all
game.
played very well," said Grinei' of
. De Bruijn handles all the kicking
his forward wall which repeatedly
chores for the Bengals. He leads
blew out the bigger
Idaho.
the nation In punting with a 46.7
defensive line.
averaQe per punt.
The defense which had a
The Broncos will be shooting for
letdown the week before in the
the annual Gem State I rophy
Bronco's narrow win over the
which goes to the "State ChamUniversity of Montana had an
pion" of Idaho.
This award
excellent game against Idaho.
depends on the results of the
"Our players adjusted very well
games between Idaho-Boise State,
through the course of the game to
Idaho State-Boise State, and
the Idaho veer, which created
Idaho-Idaho State.
problems for us in the first half,"
The Broncos have already.
said Criner.
beaten Idaho, and Idaho has
"Our linebackers showed trebeaten Idaho St~e.
A Bronco
rnendous improvement.
Ralph
victory would earn them the award·
Esposito, Ron Chatterton, Ray
for the second straight year.
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Cruise at
185 mpll· and
dive at 220 in
the jet-powered
AH-1Cobra
gunship
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1120 Broadway
11 Nth Orchard
1201 Vista
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Hover in midair or shift the AV-8 Harrier Into 'drive
jet out· at transonic
speeds.

and

HOMECOMING:

Fly Marine ..

Yesterday"

Today
·and Tomorrow
SPECIAL ISSUE
October 24

Ifyoure in college now and want to fly, we can,get you
off the ground. Our PLC Air Program· guarantees flight
school after basic training. If you qualify, we can put you
inth!, air before college graduation with.free civilian llying lesson~.Contact us-now!
.

ON

CAMPUS:

Oct .. 22-'26

10 AM to 2 PM
'Student

Union

·TheFew,The Proud.
The Marines.
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Smith Twins
Lead BSU
Efforts
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Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus

Paul Rossi
University Arbiter

Rick \

-Pot
Choose From

Jody Smith,
Boise State
Women's Cross-Country standout
finished in 18:52 in the
meter event Saturday.
Thaf
wasn't good enough for first place
though,as she was. nipped by
5/100ths of a second by Kristie
Dalebout of Utah.

5,000

Ann Morrison Park was the site
of the BSU Open where the
Broncos handily defeated their
only Division Two competition,'
Weber State 60-101:

\:

rn~

Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bronco StadiJm

TEAMS

FRATERNITIES

0

SORORITIES

0

0

CLUBS

Dalebouts finishing time of
18:47 helped pace Utah to first
place overall. Judy Smith, Jody's
twin sister took fifth place with
'19:04.
.
Also finishing in the top twenty
for Boise were Terry Johnston, 16,
in 20:12, Beth Rupprecht, 18, in
20:16, Cindy Blaser, 19th, in
20:17, and Lisa Pugilese, 20th, in
20:19.

Sue Schenk demonstrates her stick work.

Field Hockey Team Wins 3 of 4
University Arbiter-- TITe Boise
State Women's Field Hockey
tearn won three of four games In
the BSU Invitational Tournament
last weekend.
The Broncos avenged an early
season loss to Denver University
by shutting them out 5-D. They
also shutout a strong BYU .team
3-D, and whitewashed Eastern
Oregon State College 5-D.
Schenkplay was phenomenal as
she scored a total of nine goals in
the short two day tournament.
This brings her season total to 14,
which is two more goals then she
scored all last year when she led
the team in scoring.
"Sue really played well," said
coach Jayne Vcm Wassenhove.
"But it was a total team effort.
We've really been hustling and
improving with each game,"
added Van Wassenhove.
"We needed to improve our
offense from the week before and
we did an outstanding Job in that
area over the weekend.
Our
defense has continued to be
outstanding," added Van Wassenhave.
.
1he Broncos suffered their only

loss at the hads of the nationally
ranked University of Oregon 3-D.
" It may be hard on our egos but
This dropped the Broncos record
we'll see how it works out in the
to 5-4-1.
"We didn't playas well as we long run," said head coach Basil
could have against Oregon. We
Dahlstrom when asked about the
were a little afraid of them and noticeable absence of Division "
thev're a seasoned team that can
opponents safar this season.
force errors," said Van WassenCoach Dahlstrom was referring
have.
The Broncos are at home again to his philosophy of running the
this week when they play in a team against tough Division I foes
division pool. They'll have games wherever possible to get ready for
against Washington State Univer- the reqionals in early November.
slty at 1:00pm and against central
The girls will be traveling to
Washington University at 4:00pm
Pocatello this Saturday for a meet
on Friday. Then Saturday they'll
meet the University of Idaho at with Idaho State. . "This will be
another important developmental
1:00pm.
Idaho will be out to avenge an race," said Dahlstrom. "Again
earlier double-over-tlrne
loss to we'll be racing some very strong
the Broncos. "We'/I have to keep schoolson a very difficult course."
working and improving the .finer
The course in Pocatello will be
points of our game in order to broken and hilly, very similar to
maintain our pace over the
the track set for the regionals in
Vandals, "
commented
Van
Spokane.
Wassenhove.
"We hope all this self-abuse
VVSUis a Division I school and a
we've been putting ourselves
powerhouse In Northwest field
hockey. Last year they beat BSU through will be beneficial in the
long run," said Dahlstrom.
three straight times.

FOREIGN CAR PARTS
ACCISSORJfS
TOOl
PARTS FOR • AUOI • AUSTlN HEALEV " 8 MW

•

DATSUN"

" PiNTO"

FlAT

•

HONDA.

MERCEDES·OENZ

PORSCHE • TOYOTA"
•

•

TRIUMPH.

" CAPRI
MG

"

OPEl

VOLVO

VOlKSWAGEN

student
0
Discounts Available

i 'p ItS inc..
1576 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE
HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON,FRI 8:30 AM
TILL NOON SATURDAY

338·0258
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The Rainier Cold Pack maybe the biggestbeerbargain
in Idaho these days. Keeps 12cans of Rainier cold and
Mountain Fresh in the sun too. because the foil.package has no holes to let hot.air in'. And.the eusYccurry handle
.
..makes Ruinier-totin' easy in these Cold Pack Days.
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The Great

American·"Talent Show

In Concert
October 27 Saturday
8:00pm

Boise State 'University
and KFXD
Will Be Staging a
Variety Talent ShoW

In The SUBBallroom
Tickets Will Be' Out

SOOr).
S2.50Student

53.50 General

. DuringH.omec,omingW~e

Thursday Nov 1 in Celebration .of Homecoming Week.

- Grand Prize is a Water Bed!!!

"

The 30th Annual TKE Toilet Bowl
Coming 80.0n
Game '-Announ'cers
. Don .Kelly & Charlie Fox
Dorm' (Chaffee) All Stars
.vs Greek All Stars

Other Possible Prizes are
Stereo, Weekend for Two Red Une Inn, .
Record, Recording Session.
Pick-up Application at the Info Booth

r

IE
SEC
With

,

us

Walter Matthau
Glenda Jackson
Art Carney

Support

Sat Oct 20
Place:
Albertson's
Prizes:.

Parking

Lot;

17th & State
_

IT

Coming for Homecoming

COMING SOON

DasebaliKing
UAftk

Entry and Registration:
Entry Fee $6.50,13 years and younger

Bogus Basin Run

•

F

Spec 'Center Oct 19 21 8:00 ,
¢SO Students 51.00 General
RED LION'S

.

.

$3.50. All entries must be received by
October 15, 1979. A confirmation card
will be sent to you upon reciept of your
entry fee. This card must be presented
on the day of the'·rac~.
All runners for
BOTH races must register at 8:30 a.~. on
the day of the race. 2nd Event: 6 Mlle. Race

~114"
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n~Bm'
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~.IiI

'li'ii6"k~.61l!
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A trophy will be awarded for 'l st, 2nd
Time
& 3rd regardless of class category.
(6 10:15 a.m. Sat. Oct. 20, 1979
mile race only)
.
PI.ace:
'.
A prize for the winner in each class
Highland. Elementary Sch?ol Parking
category for both men and women
lot; Cu.rlln & Bogus Basin Road
Everyone who finishes the race is
Categories:
eligible for the Drawing immediately
For both races:
following the race.
Age 5-10
Prizes will be ~v.:arded tc the oldest
11:1 5 ,
2 1
and youngest finisher.
16
Traveling Annual Trophy will be
22-30 50-up
awarded the Company, School or
FREE GIFf FOR ALL FINISHERS
Sponser with the most participants.
Must be present at drawing to win.
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BSU GYM
TiICketS at Inlo
~ . B00 th
$1.00 Students $3.00 General
Listen, fot
Homecoming Activlti"s

,

Qoming Attraction
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Frointhe
, Frightlining
Best·Seller
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TJiE"RE.MUSTFORE,VERBEA
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Dirt Band Plays to
l\I1osfly Enthusiastic
t
I

Loaned local equipment on five
music-Included NGDB standards
hours' notice does not an Ideal "Way Downtown," "Hanky Tonksound system make. If the semi
in" (Fadden had fun with the
carrying the Nitty Gritty Dirt
vocals Oil that one), and the Sarne
Band's paraphernalia had shown Old "Mr. Bojangles," which Meup 'in Boise (Instead of. floating
Euen'sdeft mandollnalmostmade
around somewhere in Utah),.
listenable. The energy level was
Tuesday nitght's country rock
high, though, and stayed up
concert might have deserved the
throuqh well-received but hack
bursting enthusiasm It got. As it
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken?"
was, though, the Iffy acoustics of
encore, which had too much hep
beat.
.
our SUB Ballroom combined 'with
. the makeshift system made the . It made folks happy. And least
seven-I"(lember band sound aWk- ·they can't accuse Boiseans of
being blase.
ward and' clamorous.
. The Dirt Band proved best on
hand-clapping,
foot-stomping
blue-grassy numbers that lit up
the crowd from the first measures.
. Starved for good live music,
though, the Boise audience could
scarcely contain Itself even In
responseto the niost unsurprlslng
f;.. BSU. M~slc Department
pieces Embarrassingly enough
performance Will highlight faculty
'.
.
'
artists catherine. Elliott, mezzo,even WinewOOd, ~he local warm-· soprano, and Joseph Baldassarre,
~p-ban~-specializ,"g'ln'a-conf~'g(Jltarlst-thIS
Frlday;·0Ct:-19;------·-·
109 mix of barroom pop-rockElliott will present a variety of
country drivel, elicited some
18th through 20th Century music,
excitement (from those who didn't
with Dr. Gerald Schroeder accomescape to the lobby).
paning at the piano.
After the Dirt Band had played
Baldassarre, who recently comfor 30or 40 minutes to undeserved
pleted his MA in musicology from
screamsand shouts John McEuen
Ohio's Kent State University, will
.
'
play "Suite Espanol" for solo
picked up a banjo and the fun (not
guitar by Gaspar Sanz. Julia Kale,
to rnentlon the rnuslc) started.
voice, and John Taye, recorder
The spirited, tongue-In-cheek
and cornamuse, will accompany
"Russian Bluegrass,"
written
him on troubador songs from the
after the band's Soviet Union tour
13th and 15th centuries.
("a lot like going to all the best
11;1e~rogran:', hel~ in the Music
Motel 6's in Alabama," quips
aUdl~on.um~will beg 10at 8:15p.m.
McEuen), was a high spot. AI
Admlsslon IS $2 f~r'a~l!lts, $1 for
Garth contributed some impresstudents and senior Citizens, and
sive clarinet, too.
free for BSU staff and students.

FaCUlty
Artists Concert

Then the other five players left
the stage to McEuen and Garth for
a guitar and fiddle duet (lit by a
warm spot), and we finally heard
some finesse. Not just because
two instruments at a time were all
the thrown-together sound set-up
could handle but also because the
creme de la Dirt Band now had the
stage.
Too bad it only lasted one short
number. The rest of the musicians
returned to upstage the real stars
with their slightly commercialized
aura.
Jeff Hanna's vocals
throughout were the sarne you've
always heard, no better, no worse,
no different, and emphasized.
Everyone else was fairly unnoticeable but loud musically, though
Jimmy Fadden's sense of mild
theatrics added a nice touch.
.
The rest of the concert-"old"

Oriental Ceramics,
Flowers on Display
Oriental ceramics can be seen
in the BSU Liberal Arts Building
first floor display cases through
Oct 22, while Japanese flower
arrangements are on display in the
Student Union Building.
The ceramics are part of a
collection belonging to John
Takehara, BSU Professor of Art.
The flowers have been arranged by
lkuko Mnami, assisted by Judy
Kawai .and Rie Yoshida.
The tlowerotsplay is funded by
the BSU Art Department and the
\I\l3stem Conference for the Association of Asian Studies which
met at BSU Oct. 12-13.

66J)j/ORLD

EXPRESSIONS"

Thisgentleman Is wearing a handmade ''jerga''
from Mexico. These are available In venous colors
at World Expressionsfor S15. Come In ond browse
around. We have a wide selection of Foil and
Winter clothes as well as unique gifts.

.
2445 Bogus Dasin Rd.
.
(DobGr"enwood's. old Ski HaYs)' 344-2445

Broadway Ave.

.
--,--"-

.

Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
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Film Buy-line
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STARTS FRIDAY
WEEKDAYS AT 7:15 &9'15
MATINEES SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT
, 1:15.3:15.5:15.7:15 a 9:15

",,,,,,\,,'.
c

'''2)''

':"'rT
..............

CO HIT
PINt<.PANTHER
STRIKES AGAIN"
OPEN 7:30· SHOW AT 8:00
..

NOW SHOWING

LATE SHOW

FRIDAY
& SAT.
OPEN 11:30
SHOW AT
12:00
MIDNIGHT
ALL SEATS
$2.00

MINOllA
DEMO
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OC119'and 20

· THRU·THE·LENS METERING
· HOT SHOE FOR FLASH
· 50mm f /2 LENS
• SHUllER SPEEDSTO 1 /1 000
· ACCEPTS ALL MINOLTA LENSES

Our panel 01 critics rate a film a week.
using a one to four star system. Should a
movie warrant il. a one to four turkey
system wails in the wings (so 10 speak).
Due to lull houses, at this week's tllrn.
two members of our .customarily fourmernbe- panel were unable to gain admitlance. so this week's panel.consists of only
me sophisticated student and that same
IlIa crotchety faculty person.
Apocalyp:lo Now is playing at Overland
Park Crnema

Apocalypse Now
Produced
and Directed
by Fr;ncls
Coppola
Wrltlon by John Milius and Francis
Coppola
With Marlon Brando, Robart Duvall,
Martin Sheen

Anthony Burt

*

'nf,{ {;:{

Forget all the hoopla you've read
about this film. Don't think too
much about Joseph Conrad's
novel, Heart of Darkness, on
which the film's loosely based.
See the film. It's the most visually
and verbally literate movie in
years. And yes, Virginia, the
ending does work, provldlnq you
stay to see it: 90 percent of the
folks who watched the film
Thursday (and Friday, I'm told)
left before, the film ended,
thinking Willard's departure down
river was the conclusion. It isn't.
Stay to see the credits-while

$1 9

,t'

(FREE TICKET TO MINOLTA

SCHOOL)

- THE MINOlTA SCHOOL IS COMING!
SEE OUR AD IN THURSDAY STATESMAN

"
Complete Photographic Headquarters

k:=:j

DOWNTOWN

'r,--'

AND ..WESTGATE MALL

military commander, played by
Marlon Brande, who is the object
of our quest into Cambodia and
our dark heart? Brandoplays
Kurtz and, if I recall correctly
(Dick, would you get my copy bacK
to me?), Kurtz was simply Mr. or
"Mlstah"
Kurtz in Conrad's
novel.
In Apocalypse Now.
however, he's Walter E. Kurtz'S
first two iritials.
Perhaps this
explains w"y audiences are so
quick to leave the theater.
Don Barclay

1:. -t:t

**)

Apocalypse Now is such a
tremendous clnemagraphic speotieal that it could be viewed with
the sound off and still be enjoyed.
From a fire base lit like a shabby
carnival, to the inferno of an air
raid, 'every scene is visually
. awesome. The film relies heavily
'on narration' and for once, film
narration
works well.
The
encounter with Brando's Eliotquoting Col. Kurtz Is the film's
weakest point, but It is still an
lnterestlnj sequence. In the age
of min'd fluff entertainment,
Apocalypse is a film that makes
the viewer think. That makes the
whole thing worthwhile even if it
falls elsewhere.

Am neon Indl n
rlter to A p or
at- BSU

95

"

they're rolling, there's the final
absurd apocalypse which is the
mint of the movie. (Rhonda, let
rre say just two more things, then
rII end this review. Please!)
1) Apocalypse Now reveals the
Deer Hunter to be the muddled
piece it always was; Coming
Home, the schlock It always was.
2)' Apocalypse Now, in aqdltlon to
a number of other "readlnqs,"
may be read as a Whodunnlt: who
murdered Viet Nam? Coppola's
mystery is like a Hitchcock f!lm in
that Coppola, like "Hitch,"
appears in his own movie (playing
a TV reporter covering a landing
party). At first we're certain the
murderer is the average American
soldier. Someone like lance B.
Johnson, star surfer, "hanging
10" and killing scores in Viet
Nam. Then again, it might be
military commanders; like Robert
Duvall, playing a stereothpic mad
American Militarist who wants to
make a beachhead secure so his
boys can surf. Where he goes,
there's killing and gore.
His
name's Kilgore. (Get it?) And his
nickname's "The Duke." (Ditto?)
By now you realize names may
mean more in this film. So what
about the name of the final
suspect, the mysterious renegrade

Native, American Indian novglist and poet James Welch,
author of Winter in the Blood and
Riding the Earthboy 40, will read
from 'his WD/1(s at the Boise
Gallery of AnDet. 24 and, in the
BSU SUB LooJcout Oct. 25. at
Bpm.

I

I,

Novelist and poet James \/\.elch
wiliread from his works in the first
of the Charles David Wight poetry
series programs for 1979-80.
Vllelch, a native American
Indian, will appear OCt. 24 at the
Boise Gallery of Art and OCt. 25 at
Boise State University. in , the
Lookout
Room of the Student
Union Building.
Both readings
will begin at 8 p.m.·
His new novel, The Death of Jim
Loney. waS released this. month
by Harper and Row. Wnter in the
.Blood, another novel, was pub:Iished in 1974, and a book of
poems, Riding the Eafthboy 40, in
1976. An article by IJIblch on the
Incident at \i\bunded Knee ap:
pearedllJ Harper's W1ekly, and his

poetry has appeared in Poetry,
Poetry
Northwest,
Harper's
Bazaar, New· Yorner, American
Poetry Review,'and New American
Review.
.
The recipient" of the Pacific
Northwes.t Booksellers Award for
Poetry in 1975, V'J3lch held the·
Theodore Roethke Chair at the
University of Wlshlngton in 1976,
He is a graduate .of the University
of Mmtana,
.,'
..
The Charles David' \Might'
Poetry Series was established last
year in honor of the late poet aoo
professor Of English at Boise
.state University. It tsspcnsoreo
by .Boise GascadeCorp.,
.the
Boise Gallery of Art, The Book
Shop •.andother donations.

'pC

Wednesday

Oct. 17
saw,

BSU Tl1oatre: What tho Butlor
8:15pm, Subal Theatre
ASBSU Senate meeting: 4pm, Senate
Chambers,
' '
BSU Tl1oatro: What tho Butlor Saw,
8:15pm, Subal Theatre
ASBSU senate mooting: 4pm, Senate
Chambers, observers welcome
YWCA Wednesday Worltahop: '''Conflict Communication," 7-10pm, 720
Washington St.
Doma Soghop: weekly meeting. 7pm,
Multl-Cultural center
Bolao CI10aI Club: 7pm, ASBSU Senate
Chambers
BGA Wednesday Night Program:
sllde/lape .show by Jack Williams,
Idaho scenery, Boise Gallery of Art,
8pm, free.
_
The University Arbllor:
7th Issuo

Thursday Oct of 8
BSU Theatre: What tho Butlor Sew,
8:15pm:.: Subal Theatre

friday Oct. 19
ASB Film:
8pm

HoulO call,

Speccenter,

Faculty
Arllat" Sarin:
'Joseph
Baldassare, gultsr, catherine Elliot,
mezzo soprano, Wilber Elliott, tenor,
8:15pm, Music Aud.
BSU Theatre: What tho Butlor Sew,
8:15pm, Subal .Theatre
Boise Llttla Theatre: Murder on tho
Nile, opening night, 8:15pm
'
Women"
field' hockoy: - league
tournament, here
Mon', X-eountry: at Provo '
Volleyball: at Bellingham
.
Rogl'tratlon for BSU, Fomlly Day Oct.
, 20: SUB Lobby, '2~pm
'
Mld-semostor grades ,ubmilled
YWCA Brown Bagger: "Color Key,"
12·1pm, 720 Washington St.
AAUW Book Sale: Pioneer Tent &
Awning Bldg •• 8th & Main
'

Saturday Oct. 20

Baptist Student Union C~nference:
Nez Perce, Bam
YWCA
Saturday
Workshop:
"Mother's LiVing In Step, 9am-4pm,
720 Washington
AAUW Book Sale: Pioneer Tent &
Awning Bldg.,·8th & Main

Tuesday Oct. '23
Dr. WIlliam
Glasser:
workshop
"Reality Therapy & Schools Withoui
Fallure, SUB Ballroom. 9am-4:3Opm.
Personnel' Administration workshop:
6:3G-9:3Opm,SE 156
Today', career ,Woman workshop,
'6:3G-9:3Opm, SE '156
Belse Lillie Theatre: Murder on tho
Nile, 8:15pm .
"Men In a ChangIng World:"
Female
Sexuality for Men, pt. II, Jerry &
Maggie Dodson, second lecture In
series by Planned Parenthood, 7·9pm,
720 Washington St.
Abortion & tho Law:
Beproductlve
, Freedom workshop by Boise N.O.W.
& Planned Parenthood, 7:3G-9:3Opm,
Anderson Conter Room A3 (101 W.
Bannock), free.

'Sunday Oct. 21
BSU PercussIon Ensemble & Moister.
slhgon: 8:15pm, Music Aud.
. ASB Film: House call, 8pm Speccenter
Boise Little Theatre: Murder on tho
Nile, 8:15pm
..
Reel Movie: Little Women (1933), 6 &
8 pm, lOA Hall, 2 blks east of Holiday
Inn on Sunrise Rim at Brazil

Monday Oct. 22

BSU Family Day
Football:
va. Idaho State, 7:30pm,
Bronco Stadium
_
Mon's X-eountry: at Pocatello
Field hockey: here
Volleyball: at Bellingham
LIon & Goatlos',Unmovloa:_How ,tho
Elephant Got HII t~OIO,11am, Falrvu
Cinema, Idaho Public Theater production
Roel Movie: LIllie Women (1933), 7 &
9 pm, lOA Hall, 2 blks. east of Holiday
Inn on Sunrise Rim at Brazil. " '
BSU Theatro: Ia:l\ night, What tho
Buthir Saw, 8:15pm; SubaJ Theatre
Bolso LIllie Theatre: Murder on the
Nile, 8:15pm

Georqe Cukor s tauntut transtauon 01
t.ouisa
rv1ay Alcott's
Ilovel teatures
Kathctrll1(l Hepburn
as Jl! ,51111one of
HpPbLlrn's favorite roles,
~}le story of a
woman and her four dauqnters

punt',
Reel M:lvles show Cukors, "1m lh,s

Hemecomlng queen/king electlens
BolIO L1llleT'hoatre:
Murder on the
Nllo, 8:15pm
ASBSU Senate Meeting: 4pm, Sonate
'Chambers, observers welcome
BoIse Chess Club~ 7pm, ASBSU senate
Chambers
Charles DavId Wright poetry lerles:
James Welch, Native American Indian
novelist/poet. 8pm: Boise Gallery of
Art. Free.
•
AbortIon & Your Body: Reproductive
Freedom workshop by Boise N.O.W.
& Planned Parenthood, 7:3O-9:3Opm,
Anderson Conter Room A3 (101 W.
Bannock), free.

Lecture:
Henry Wal IIch , Federal
Reserve System, "Inflation,"
speccenter, 3pm
BAA luncheon end films:'
SUB'
Ballroom, 11:45am
ASBSU Senate caucus: 4jirri. Senate'
Offices
_ Classic Tranquility Medlallon:
The
Open Path, call 342-0208 for Info. plus
Classic Tranquility Mediation: The'
Open Path, call 342-0208 for Info.
Lecture: ,Henry
Walllch,
Federal
Reserve System, "Inflation,"
Speccenter, 3pm
'
BAA luncheon and

a
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r~frp~htll(lIY uncvmcat took al a fanllly
{leVOler1 10 one another
and 10 moral

Wednesday, Oct. 24-

;allirdtiV & fiunday
See the wee~ly
C Ilenrl-1r on1hlS Pil,;:' lor· time antt
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PEANUTS®

I

j

by Charles M. Schulz

j

l
10-13

" 1979 United Fcalurc Syndlcale, Inc
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HE WHO LIVES BLf THE
D1RTLf ROTTEN LITTLE
DROP SHOT, DIES f3l(
THE DIRT\( ROTTEN

~TELED.~O:
SH~
~
~

.
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Woody Herman and His Thundering Herd play big
band jazz in a special concert happening th)s Friday.
October 19 in the SUO,Oallraom. Ticl~ets. $5 for OSU
students and faculty. $6 far the general public. are
available at the SUO Information Center. OSU MU~IC
Department and Holsinger Music.

~

ssif!
H(l'lpWanted _
EASY EXTRA INCOME
$500/$1000
Stutrlng envelopes- Gaur·
enteed. Send seil·addressed, stamped
envelope to: Dexter Enterprises, 3039
Shrine PI., Los Angeles, CA 90007
OVERSEAS JOBS
'Summer/year
around. Europe, S.
America, Australla,Asla,
etc.
All
lIelds,$500-$I2l"l
month,y. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free Information.
Write: IJC Box 52-57;Carona Del Mar,

9,~••9.fll~

~

MENI

.

JOBSI
CrulStlShlpsl Sailing expedlilo,nsl' No
experience. "Good pay I Europel So.
Pacific, Bahamas, World I Sond $4.95
for AppllC8tlon/lnfo/Jobs
to CruiseBox 60129, Sacramonh), CA.

~

""

.

.
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..

. for Sale

Rare oldEplphone small body slx-ll\rlng
guitar. Very tine condition. 336-9063,
$250.00.
,-

.......

'

,

.

;

71 Dodge cOlt, good condition, 4speed.
Groat gas mileage. CalI466-6B75 after
6pm or 385-1464on Monday.

.,.~

, Bunkbeds (lNge -& 8Iurdy) $150. Ores-

3~

'

Infinity Qu Speaker System up to 100
walts per Channel. Top quality $300
valuo used only once. must sell $1195
call Clark at 377-2323, 385-3470, or
385-1750

Suzuki Am 1251975 $400 will bargain
for more Info call Marc 81 365-3510 or
go to Chaffee Hall A-307

'PART TIME JOB
Good pay, t1fY~lblehoura, training and
teal experlenco In the business world.
It you qUalify, class credit Is possible.
Call Hank, North Wastern Mutual Lite,
3n-02tO.
'

aer$40.

................

,

:

! ••

Carpet anopad approximately lO'X13'
One red shag, one blue shag. Both,"
. good condition. Your chOice.$15.00
each, Call 385-1454and ask for Brodor
Sally.

Help with term papers. Essays from
tutor (BA English" MA History). Call
Steve 344-9694.

W?MENI

=.Q,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

...................................................

Purebred Alaskan Malamute Puppies
Mal~ or Female $50 call Na~
344-1646/634-7504 weekends.

FOUND
ID's: Ronnie E. GaInes, Leurle L.
Hall, Everett Sam, and Lisa Reiner.
Checkbooks: Bruce latimer, Ellis,
10; Md Robert Boatright, 535 S. Beach,
Boise 05..
'
Combs, ,Keys,
Eyoglasses, Sunglasses, Hair ornaments, earrings and
Eyeglass cases. ,
"
Watches, Hair combs, Coin purses,
"Happy Birthday card,. white beach
hat, Calculator adaptor, protractor,
cemera, and black lunch box.
Baby bottle, Blllfolcf-Everett
sam,
Glove, roll of bl8J)kwhlte, sheets of
paper, spiral notebook, looseleaf notebook. music folder, and textbooks.
10 First card- Sandy Armstrong
Activity card· Marjorie Sutton

72 Collca 62,000 acWal mHes, bad
engine. assume payments. Call
466-6875 after 6 or Monday 385-1464.

1973 Toyota Corolla 5-speed coupe.
Radial tires, AM-FM cassette deck,
good gas mlleago, excellent condition,
$1850. Call Hlro at 345-5937.

.

Now coffee tablos $35.00 each. Please
call 344-8649.
.

lost

6

found

LOST AND FOUND
Old you lose something last year?
The "Lost & Found Box" has held the
following Items all summer for you.
Come claim your long lost possessions
at the $UB Info Conter SOON:
Phone 1/385-1448
LOST
Activity cards: Andrew C.' Noack,
TIm Jackson, Shari K. Hamnond, and
~he
McCurry.
Meal ticket:, Anne
Ransley. Brown wall'1l • Bill Campbell
Btown PigSKin WWI9! wltn gOlo trim,
Q(JBrtz square-fall watch, with day &
date, Kevchalns: Large round leather
piece, T.shlrt-Foxy Lady, Md LIbra.
Pentax K 1000 In black case, Brown
leather purue with pocket In Side, Sliver
pen-Parker 45 'Flight, Lady's Gold
Dome Ring-Brushed Florentine, Md
, Bolso High School cllllllo ring with a red
, atone.
Small blue' purue, M8I1'a bro....
n
wlndbreake:', Blue backpack with pair
of prelICI'lptlon gl_
& Cantemporery
BuainOSll book, and TIle PreetlcG of

Misc •.

A'WHALE BY ANY OTHER NAME
Oh. we were sorta klndii really
prelly glad It rained the other 'lIght,
- 'cos the air smelt so sweet sfterwards.
Mr KIwi said to us. he said. ''That's a
whale of a nice smell. aln't It?'" And we
repllod. we said. "Sigh. yes, It certainly
Is. Mr, KIwI. hmm." And then we had
to go Inside to class and wished we
didn't have to. because It's really' so
much nicer outside than In Just alter It
ralns'don't you think? We do. and so
does Mr, KiwI. HI. Tara.
I haven'!the f09glest who w,:;n this
, contost last week. as tho five names
just got up and left o' thelr,own sccord
-- they probsbly hitchhiked to West
Virginia. or something .~ I PROMISE. I
didn't lese thorn this time .. they just
disappeared on their own!!!
Shhhh.
Mr. KlwJ.Shouldn·t you be tondingto
hungry clients. Tarla?
'
Let's get this thing over with. What's
the average annual rainfall In Les Bois.
City of Trees. our wondor1ul home. or
home away from home cs the case may
be? Tell Ann or Lisa at the Arbiter. 2nd
floor SUB Owyhee Room (and don't
harass Jhsm. 'cos they just tend the
office. they dO,n't write thlsl and win a
pair of 're,e passes to ASB film HOUSE
CALLS this ,weekend., II you're emong
the flr:1I five. Deadline is noon Friday.
Oeme"'!ber the Whalamol

MISC.
SPEECH
NEEDED

For sale dbl mattress and box sprIng
$60.00, 336-0246.
'

llodaI~.

'

~

'

DEBATE

JUDGES

BSU and!OCaI high achoola wfll hire
competent or tralnabl,e JUdges for
speech and debate tournaments.
For
~~rmalion,
call Dr. ,McCorkle

ATTENTION LADIES
Young professional male, new to
MldWOSlarea, In mid 20's Is Interosted
In meeting lady any age between 18-35
for friendship orcomPMlonshlp.
Let's
go out to the Discos, Dinner, or park.
Write, P.O. Box 1213, PeorIa, II 61,654.
-.
Also: Watson Model 100 35mm Bulk
film loader.
Name "Pear Hook"
scratched on side.

.

AND

• '0"

~ •••••••••••

ROOMMATE

..

~'•••••••••••

WANTED

Female roommste WWltell to ahare an
apartment with. Prefer,non-eomker or
drinker.
If Interested, call Bonnie at
467·9382 or 466-9255 ext. 247 after 3;00
,~,
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THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT- $50
They're here. Hewlett-Packard's
new Series E. Five
professional calculating instruments designed fora
student's needs a~d budget.
NEW :FEATURES.
. Easy-to-read
display. Larger, brighter LED display
with commas to separate thousands.
Built-in diagnostic systems. Tells Y9U: 1) when
you've performed an incorrect operation; 2) whyit was
incorrect; 3) if the calculator isn 't working properly.
Accuracy. Improved algorithms give youconfidence
_
that your answers are more precise and complete.

- FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE.
The HP-31E:-Business
Management.
$75. Gives
Present Value; Payments' and Future Value
calculations simultaneously ~ Discounts, % 's, markups, and amortization schedules. Statistics with
trend-line .forecasting. 5 financial and 7 user
memories .

*

The HP-38E-Advanced
Financial with Program:
mability. $120. * HP's first Financial Programmable
has more power than any other of its type. Noprevious
. programming experience necessary . Internal Rate of
Return and Net Present Value. 5 financial and 20user'
memories. Up to 99 program lines .

.. FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
The HP-31E-Scientific.
$50 Trigonometric,
exponential and math functions. Metric conversions,
Fixed and scientific display modes. 4 separate user
memories.
The HP-32E-Advanced
Scientific with Statistics.
$70 All HP-31 E functions plus hyperbolics,
comprehensive statistics. More math and metric
capabilities. Decimal degree conversions. ENG, SCI
and FIX display modes. 15 user memories.
The HP-33E-Programmable
Scientific. $90
49 lines of fully-merged key codes. Editing, control
and conditional keys. 8 user memories.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
All Series E calculators use RPN logic exclusively.
It lets you solve problems the way you naturally do
in your mind. Straightforward.
Logical. RPN is the
shortest possible distance between the question and
the answer. Come in and see the
Series E today. A
Hewlett-Packard professional calculator starting at·
just $50 is something you can't afford to pass up.
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